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About the Guide
This Guide is a complementary tool to the Digital Handbook developed under the project
Digital Resistance funded by the European Union/Council of Europe Joint Program
“Democratic and Inclusive School Culture in Operation (DISCO). It could be used during
the implementation of the project in the classroom. It includes an example of a lesson
plan, examples of suggested topics for students’ research, and a collection of useful
validation tools and links.

Lesson Plan
The following example of lesson plan concerns the implementation of the project in the
classroom. It consists of two parts, each one ends in two lessons (sessions). An interval of
one or two weeks between the two parties is recommended and it could contribute to the
more effective implementation of the project. The interval may depend on the topic, the
number of students and/or the number of students’ groups.
In brief, during the first part the students are introduced to the basic concept of the
project as well as to the proposed methodology, while during the second part they make
their own research, they document producing digital outputs and, finally, they present
their findings in the plenary session.
The proposed implementation process is explained below through a specific example.

Part I
The following are suggested for the first lesson:


Introduction to the basic concept of the project and to main issues.



Presentation of the project timetable.

For the second lesson, is suggested to:


Apply a 4-step inquiry based learning methodology using a specific example.
4

Source: Starting the enquiry-based learning process. University of Cambridge, Faculty of
Education.

Step 1- Select the subject for the research.
The question, here, is clear: it is important to know whether the subject of the
research/investigation contains false, falsified or deliberately misunderstood information,
what are the political motivation behind the information, what is the effect/impact of the
information dissemination.
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EXAMPLE: News on a case of Ebola virus in Sweden published on a Greek online
media (CNN Greece, 2/1/2019).

Source:

https://www.cnn.gr/news/kosmos/story/160613/kroysma-toy-ioy-empola-

sti-soyidia

The news is presented to the classroom for discussion.

Step 2 – Find Resources.
In this step, we seek more information about the news that is the subject of our research.
Students are invited to read carefully the news and propose/express their ideas: for
example, is it possible to search the information on a searching machine and if so what
are the results or are there any relevant images using the reverse image searching tool?
For any additional help concerning the use of reverse image searching tools and fact
verification tool see below Useful Fact-checking Links and Real Fact Verification Tools.
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Searching the news on a searching machine we can find links publishing information in a
similar style and phraseology of the news being reproduced from the original source:
http://nikosxeiladakis.gr/%CE%BE%CE%B5%CF%83%CF%80%CE%B1%CF%83%CE%B5%CE%B7-%CE%B5%CE%BC%CF%80%CE%BF%CE%BB%CE%B1%CE%B5%CF%80%CE%B9%CE%B4%CE%B7%CE%BC%CE%B9%CE%B1%CF%83%CF%84%CE%B7%CE%BD-%CF%83%CE%BF%CF%85%CE%B7%CE%B4%CE%B9/
https://www.newsbeast.gr/world/arthro/4382534/ypopto-kroysma-toy-ioy-empola-senosokomeio-tis-soyidias
https://www.defence-point.gr/news/asthenis-me-ton-io-empola-se-nosokomeio-stinsoyidia
Reading carefully the news, we find out a reference to Daily Mail and Sputnik.
Checking out the references:
We can find out a post on Daily Mail where we can read that the results of the medical
tests are still awaited
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-6557539/Patient-Sweden-feared-struckEBOLA.html
At the Sputnik post we can read that the patient was isolated and the hospital is closed for
precautionary purposes.
https://sputniknews.com/europe/201901041071216282-ebola-swedencase/?utm_source=push&utm_medium=browser_notification&utm_campaign=sputnik_in
ter_en&fbclid=IwAR3v4_7tEbr3e_S57gOOpIvBMDO8P5e1k_w7QmHOvQ5eRJ5QLNzSpm8
pWcA
Checking out for any other relevant publication we can find among others the publication
of the American CNN:
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/01/04/health/ebola-sweden-intl/index.html

More links can be found using the Useful Fact-checking Links that are proposed below.
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Step 3- Interpret the information.
In this step, the information gathered from the various sources must be compared to the
question raised in step 1.
We present to the students all the links found and we explain their analysis capabilities.
 Which source is believable?
 Which source provides more information on the subject of our research?
 What do we conclude if we examine aspects such as date, author, etc.?
Proposals for the evaluation criteria can be found in the Digital Handbook in Chapter 3,
Process and Methodology Guidelines.
Finally, we summarize the comparison results gathered from the different sources. It is
important, here, to emphasize the fact that in many cases it is no possible to clearly
distinguish between true and false. In such cases, research can clarify the different
positions.

In our specific example, it is clear that the first link sets a scaremongering framework
since there is a prompting for the reader to look at some other relevant news in the
same context.
The first link found is the website of (self-proclaimed journalist-author-Turkey issues
specialist) Nikos Cheladakis which refers to Sputnik’s post.
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The rest two links summarize the fact as it was published in the same Russian agency
(so, they are referred to the same initial source) without mentioning the author or
editorial name.
Therefore, it is more likely to reproduce the information without any verification.

The Daily Mail’s publication reports that the medical results are expected.
In order to answer the question concerning the sources’ reliability, we look for
information about Daily Mail and Sputnik. So, Daily Mail is an English newspaper and
online news platform which usually expresses opinion to the Conservatives Party and
Sputnik is a news agency, online platform and radio service set up by the Russian
governmental news agency Rossiya Segodnya based in Moscow.
So, it is about media with a strong political direction.
The conclusion is that the dissemination of the news aims to scaremongering.
Finally, studying the last result that is the publication of the American CNN we notice
that it has the same date and says that according to the hospital the fact that the
Swedish patient was infected by the Ebola virus was excluded.
So, we conclude that an initial report about a
patient with symptoms that may occur after
infection with the Ebola virus without being
confirmed yet, it is used to generalize about
the area (Sweden) and reproduce it with no
verification in a very high speed a specific
political ideology in order to cause scare and formulate public opinion.
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Step 4 - Report Findings.
This step demonstrates the importance of documenting the research producing digital
material.
For help and more information on creating digital outputs, see Chapter 4 of the Digital
Handbook as well as the Digital Tools List.

In our specific example, the output produced could be either a paper poster or a
PowerPoint-like presentation.
In any case, we propose to present the various versions of the news as well as
photographs accompanying them. Any explanations can take the form of text.

Part II
For the first lesson, the following are suggested:


Students search for a topic (a specific fake news)
It is important to support students in finding a suitable research topic.

In the

research, they can work individually or in small groups, as long as this ensures that
all members contribute equally to the project. Students could either select the
topic from a list of suggested topics, if necessary, or by themselves.
Some examples of suggested topics are presented below in this Guide.
For more information, see Roles in Chapter 3 of the Digital Handbook.


Instruction for signing in the online platform (ILIAS)
For this specific process, it is appropriate to use a computer laboratory or,
alternatively, laptops, tablets or smartphones.
Additional information on using the online platform can be found in the Online
Platform Guide.
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Students conduct independent research on the topic selected
Students conduct their own research and they document their findings according
to steps 2, 3 and 4.
Teacher supports students in conducting the research and selecting the
appropriate media output.
Help and more information can be found in Chapter 3 of the Digital Handbook,
Process and Methodology Guidelines and in Chapter 4, Creation of digital outputs.



Assignment of project completion and use of the online platform
One or two weeks are given to students for the completion of the project assigned
as homework. Reporting is requested using the online platform.
If necessary, the sign-in process is reminded.
It is noted to the students that the online platform is the place where they will
upload/download their work and receive feedback. The available Forum on the
platform can be also used to clarify/answer questions.
More complex issues should be discussed personally with students.

For the second lesson, the following is suggested:


Students present their findings to the plenary session
In this lesson, students will present the findings of their research in the classroom.
Actually, they will present their outputs in the form they have decided. The
content of the research can be discussed with the students and it can be
determined in collaboration based on the research topic.
The results of the research can also be uploaded on the online platform in the
form of a digital output. The available Forum on the platform can be also used as a
discussion/exchange space where the students have the opportunity to
present/share their results with other groups of students and have some feedback.
An additional homework can be eventually requested by a student or by a group in
the case of inadequate time or research’s results.
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Useful Fact-checking Links


https://firstdraftnews.org/
Project of Harvard University



[English]

https://www.snopes.com/
Independent online platform for fake news



http://faktenfinder.tagesschau.de/
German up-to-date news



[Greek]

[German]

https://www.mimikama.at/
Austrian portal for education on internet abuse



http://ellinikahoaxes.gr/
Online Greek news validation service



[German]

[Greek]

http://factchecker.gr
Online Greek news validation service

[Greek]



@EUvsDisinfo, @StopFakingNews, @DFRLab for Twitter



https://hoax-slayer.com/
Fake News Website



[English]

[English]

hoaxes.org/
The Hoax Museum, Collection of fake news from antiquity to the present day
on the internet



[English]

https://www.invid-project.eu
Online authenticity service and video authentication validation (files and
content) for videos distributed on the social networks

[English]
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Real Fact Verification Tools


https://www.mapchecking.com
Tool to estimate the human concentration in a specific place
[French]



https://www.google.com/imghp?hl=el&tab=wi
Reverse image search using Google

1



2

https://citizenevidence.amnestyusa.org/
Video confirmation tool provided by International Amnesty (YouTube Data Viewer)



https://citizenevidence.org/toolbox/
Instructions on using free verification tools (reverse image search, video validation,
positioning using social networking, etc.)
[English]
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Examples of already tracked «fake news»
Example 1
(Affilliated marketing)
In March 2017, a Facebook post called on users to follow and share the news in order to
take part in a draw for a MINI COOPER car.

Users were invited to “like”, share, comment, visit a contest webpage and choose an offer
from an available offer list in order to gain their participation to the “competition”. The
choice led to an unsolicited SMS sending service of EUR 24.80 per month, mentioned in
“fine print”.

Misleading leads to a financial profit for the misleading message creator coming from both
high messaging and affiliated marketing (a company, called retailer, rewards affiliates for
every customer of visitor leading to the online website).
14

Actually, there was another similar distribution of a
misleading message concerning the participation in a
luxury car lot to be held on 31 June 2016.
Only a more careful reading of the message is
enough to reveal the deception (NO 31 June
EXISTS!!!!)

The above step by step research as well as its results may be documented and presented
in the form of a PowerPoint-like presentation.

Example 2
(Validation of information’s original source)
In April 2017, the PRONEWS website (pronews.gr) posted a BREAKING NEWS entitled:
“Trump: In the next few hours I will unveil the US policy on the issue of Greece to the IMF
(International Monetary Fund)”
http://archive.ph/U6AFv

The article was cited by the American media agency Newmax Media.
15

Searching for the original Newmax Media (https://archive.ph/lMz5y) we can obtain a
more careful translation of the title. So, by comparing the original article and the Greek
one, we conclude that it is not just a translation of the original publication but a more
manipulative presentation in order to reinforce a conspiracy theory about the role of the
United States and the IMF concerning the economic crisis in Greece. So, we can read in
the Greek article: “Greece! It’s in a terrible situation there, it’s awful!” seems to say
Trump.
If we look closer the photos surrounding the articles we can see the difference: the edited
photo in the Greek article implies a clear relation between Trump (and consequently his
policy) and Greece (Acropolis as a background photo).

The above step by step research as well as its results may be documented and presented
in the simplest output form of a PowerPoint-like presentation.
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Example 3
(Scaremongering-Clickbait)
Social media released a post about immigrants and the risk of diseases eventually they
carry.

Searching the image (https://www.google.com/imghp?hl=el&tab=wi), we find out an
article published on the website of Nikos Cheladakis (self-proclaimed journalist-authorTurkey issues specialist) entitled “New deadly diseases come with ugly immigrants”
(http://nikosxeiladakis.gr/%CE%BD%CE%B5%CE%B5%CF%83%CE%B8%CE%B1%CE%BD%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%B7%CF%86%CE%BF%CF%81%CE%B5%CF
%83-%CE%B1%CF%83%CE%B8%CE%B5%CE%BD%CE%B5%CE%B9%CE%B5%CF%83%CE%B5%CF%81%CF%87%CE%BF%CE%BD%CF%84%CE%B1%CE%B9/).
Reading the article, we find references to the German daily newspaper Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung (that is one of Germany’s most well-known and important daily
newspapers with wide circulation abroad and the most popular German digital version on
the internet) and to the Breitbart London belonging to the far-right Breitbart news
network (fervent supporter of Donald Trump in 2016).
Searching

the

image

included

into

the

German

publication

(https://archive.fo/x3g6D/22e17d3fc38b538e085f95fad5a57a1eec172177.jpg) we find
out the original article entitled “Syrian immigrants transmit fecal disease, poliomyelitis,
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measles, tuberculosis and hepatitis” where it is claimed that migrants from Syria carry,
among others, a human virus that “eats” human flesh (skin leishmaniasis).
(https://www.breitbart.com/middle-east/2016/05/31/syrian-refugees-spreading-flesheating-disease-polio-measles-tuberculosis-hepatitis/).
The article is also framed with shocking images of illnesses causing intense feelings to the
reader, provoking an emotional overload, a condition that may affects the correct decision
making.
Seeking more information on skin leishmaniasis we find scientific information coming
from the University of Thessaly. The virus can be transmitted to dogs by a gall barking
while people are accidentally attacked when they happen to be in an endemic to the
parasite area.
http://ir.lib.uth.gr/bitstream/handle/11615/44351/8954.pdf?sequence=1
A post of the World Health Organization entitled “Health Issues Traveling through the
World” inform us about the geographical distribution of the disease. The human-tohuman transmission is possible through contaminated blood, syringes or needles.
file:///C:/Users/user/Downloads/9789604521166_gre.pdf
We search more by keywords “health – migration – world health organization”. The result
is the intervention of the General Secretary for Public Health, Mr. Ioannis Baskozos, that
“Greece is the country that welcomes 95% of the refugees and immigrants who are
directed to Europe. 70% of them are refugees (43% coming from Syria), 34% are children
and 21% are women. Their social and epidemiological profile has changed recently and is
dominated by families, infant, young children, pregnant women and the elderly. It is a
common assumption that refugees and migrants do not pose a risk of communicable
infectious diseases but a pre-screening and urgent health care is required due to the
special conditions they live and travel. Their health profile (such us chronic diseases) must
be also taken in account.
http://www.moh.gov.gr/articles/ministry/grafeio-typoy/press-releases/3710-ektelestikoIn the research results we also find a post on the European Commission’s website entitled
“Immigrant Health” about the EU projects on migrants’ healthcare.
https://ec.europa.eu/health/social_determinants/migrants_el
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The output of the above case study should be a text-based documentation (in the form of
a document file) as well as a PowerPoint-like presentation.

Examples of Research Topics
Topic 1
“To Koulouri”, a satyric Greek online newspaper, posted an article entitled “I do not
understand why we insist on having so many vowels” N. Filis states.

We know that:
 Mr. N. Filis was Minister of Education at the time of the publication.
 There is a lot of speculation and also a conspiracy theory concerning the gradual
abolition of the Greek language caused to the use of Greeklish (a new written jargon
used by young people composed of a mix of Greek and Latin alphabet).
In which way the truth of the news could be ascertained?
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Topic 2
In June 2018 the Greek Prime Minister visited
London. The visit and meetings of the Greek
Prime Minister were covered by the traditional
and digital media.
The question is about the photos framed by the
reportage: Were they true or not?
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